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Keypasco authentication technology granted patent in Korea 
	  
Gothenburg, March 11, 2013 – Keypasco has filed patent applications in all major countries to 
secure its core software technology, which is the foundation for the Keypasco authentication solution.  
 
Korea is the first country to grant Keypasco the patent; patent number 10-1233401. 
 
The inventor, founder and CEO of Keypasco, Mr. Maw-Tsong Lin, summaries: 
 
”This patent is proof of Keypascos unique technology approach, completely new way of thinking 
regarding identity and the authentication industry! 
 
More important is that the patent is now realized as a product and Keypasco also have announced 
their first customer, which use the Keypasco Authentication Solution to secure millions of end-users. 
 
Keypascos vision is to make Internet security simple and secure for every individual and each Internet 
content/service provider. It is made possible with the Cloud-based authentication service that is 
affordable for each Internet user, as well as being easy to enroll and to use. 
 
Keypasco offer an alternative to expensive hardware tokens, a software-based multi-factor strong 
authentication with features like an intelligent risk engine, which continuously improves the security 
against new threats.” 
 
Keypasco has applied for several new patents during the development of the Keypasco authentication 
solution the last two years. This is a part of Keypascos strategy to always offer cutting-edge 
technology that provides constant updated security to its clients, and customers.  
 
 
About Keypasco	  
	  
We are at the heart of a rapidly changing digital culture. As with all paradigm shifts, there will be new challenges. 
Some of the largest challenges with the Cloud services are security and integrity, crucial factors for success and 
sustainability. With more than 20 years of individual experience in IT security, Keypasco’s founders are the minds 
behind some of the revolutionary two-factor authentication technology solutions used by leading Internet banks 
today. 	  
	  
Keypasco develops a secure software-based authentication solution that is designed and customized to be used 
on trusted devices. Keypasco manages the software through its entire lifecycle, as well as the confidential data it 
contains. We deliver on society’s expanding needs for personal authentication services, identity protection within 
Internet banking, online gaming, eCommerce, mobile Commerce, mobile payment and eGovernment. Keypasco’s 
vision is to be a leading supplier of services for securing cloud services.	  
	  
For more information, visit www.keypasco.com or contact our media contacts.	  
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